
The integration of Paxton access control systems with Arteco Video Event Management 
Software (VEMS) enhances the security of your organization and increases the ability to react 
promptly to events while seamlessly combining with any existing security equipment. 

Thanks to Arteco Open Connector, Paxton’s Net2 range devices are now manageable within 
Arteco NEXT, allowing businesses to secure people and assets in a very powerful yet easy 
manner.

Available as a plug-in for the Arteco VEMS, the integration enables you to control Paxton’s 
access control systems in combination with video cameras, intrusion systems, video analytics 
and numerous other devices from one centralized interface, no matter the size of the project.
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Designed for operators

Operators are at the forefront of security. Any event from Paxton access control systems can be configured to 
generate an alarm, allowing operators to focus only on what’s critically important and potentially threating, such 
as door-forced-open or door-open-too-long alerts. This empowers operators through a smart and cohesive 
approach to security.

Valuable

Integrating Paxton’s access control systems into Arteco NEXT grants users a variety of advantages:
• Cost-effective: the configuration is simple and quick to implement, even if the access control system is already 

installed.
• Scalable: compatible with Arteco eMotion, Active and Extreme VEMS suites.
• Immediate: manage access rights and requests with live video and real-time notifications via Arteco NEXT and 

Arteco Mobile.
• Versatile: from small buildings to large installations with thousands of access points, all solutions are 

customizable and complementary.

Plug-in compatibility

Arteco NEXT is compatible with Paxton Net2v5 software and its device compatibility range.

Linking access control events to video and other 
security systems allows the operator to verify a 
person and remotely control the doors. 

Embedded audio controls also allow the operator 
to talk with individuals, verifying authorizations and 
facilitating the communication of instructions and 
information.

Operators can monitor status and control (lock, 
open, etc.) access points directly via the map. 

This provides a complete overview of the situation at 
the facility in real time.
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